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AGOMONI 
This is the 3rd edition of our yearly Durga Puja Magazine Agomoni. Agomoni is a 

Bengali word. It’s mean the arrival of Mother Durga. The inner meaning is the arrival of 

happiness, prosperity and delight in everybody’s life in the world. We request all of you to 

participate and make our organization a stronger and more vibrant one. 

May this Durga Puja brings happiness to you and fill your life with joy and prosperity.  

Warm wishes on Holy Durga Puja. 

 



 

From the President Desk 
Dear All, 

This is our pleasure to take out the 3rd Edition of our Durga Puja magazine “AGOMONI”. Almost 

another one year has turned out & I hope the New Year which is also around the corner will bring 

new hopes for all of us. We intend to make various sections in the magazine from next year 

onwards & would like to have views & ideas from new people as well. This will not only reflect 

talents but also will serve as a medium of communication with all related information. 

Let the blessings of Ma Durga bestow on us wealth, prosperity and health. Stay safe. Stay healthy. 

Let us make many such occasions to get-together and have productive discussions. We arrange 

various sorts of activities throughout the year, so try to join & remain involved. I am very 

thankful to the members of IBCA Japan for setting such a positive example and inspiring me to 

run this great organization. This year as a part of social cause, we have contributed to the people 

affected in the Earthquake of Nepal through a Nepal related NGO.                    

Till now, we celebrate Durga Puja, Saraswati Puja, Holi, New Year Party, Camping and Sports 

activities every year. We would like more members to come in and take responsibilities so that 

we can diversify our activity. 

I am thankful to all members for their hard working for the organization and active participation 

all through the year. I want the organization to keep on creating such occasions & chanting in 

Tagore’s words…. 

“Amar boshontogan tomar boshontodine dhonito hauk khanatore, Hridoyspandan tobe, 

bhramaronjone naba, pallabmormore, ajo hote shotoborsho pore… 

Namaskar  … 

                                                              Swapan Kumar Biswas (President of IBCA JAPAN) 

Dated: 18.10.2015 

Place: Tokyo 

 

 

 
Abour our organization 

India(Bengal) Cultural Association Japan 
 

The name of our organization is India(Bengal) Cultural Association Japan, Short form 

is "IBCA Japan", "IBCAJ" or India Cultural Association Japan . It was established by 

some Bengali people living in Tokyo to increase cultural exchange between India and Japan. 

IBCA Japan is willingly volunteering to promote Indian culture though it is not a 

registered NPO or NGO. This organization is not for commercial or profit making purpose but 

dedicated for culture exchange between India and Japan. Our aim is to introduce Indian 

Bengali culture in Japan by celebrating verious Indian events here in Japan. We organize 

Saraswati Puja, Indian independenceday, Durga Puja, Rabindra Jayanti and other Indian 

Bengali cultural events.  
 

  Stay with us 
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"Our festival" 

Anandamay Baidya 
Georgetown 

Guyana, South America. 

What's that? 

  Yes, daily I see that big building, through my window. A big building, nicely built, 

coloured too.  But the building is not a ordinary building-it claims to be special. Yes, it is a 

Church- a place where a section of the Society go to pray for the betterment of 

himself/herself, their family, society, country and world. But, what I am wondering is do 

they really feel the vibrance of life- the most needed for mankind, could be. 

Other day I passed an another  ritual building- a mosque. Do they also feel the same 

vibrance relationship with God and humankind, as we do? I don't know. 

 

What about us? 

  Addressing- Maa Durga, Baba Shiv, elder brother Shri Ram, younger brother bhai 

Lakshan, friend or follower hanuman- near and dear one are God and God is near and dear 

one. That should be the purpose of worship, love and care and nobody need to be scared or 

have fear. 

  Every year before Durga Puja we say like" Maa ebar rathe asbe" - implies my own mother 

is scheduled to come. For knowledge we, say "Maa Maago vidya dao". While in danger, 

"raksha Karo Maa". We have festival or celebration every month- Baishakh e haal khata, 

in Jaisto Jamai shasthi, in Ashar- Rathyatra, Shravan-Month of Shiv thakur, in Bhadra- 

Vishwakarma Puja & jhoolan, in Ashwin Durga Puja- Bengalee's annual routine is set 

mainly focusing this event and so on. It is called " baro mase tero Puja". However, we 

have  even more than that- Bhai fota- to express love or respect to brother, rakhi bandhan- 

bond of love everyone,  poush parban- festival of tasty recipes, Jagaddhatri Puja-we can't 

wait for Maa Durga, so call her & worship her in another form,  Kali Puja- pray her to stay 

fearless or trouble free, Nabanna-again grain festival to share some good recipe with first 

grain of the season. This implies we have festivals for worshipping Father, Mother, 

Brother, Sister, every member of the family,-friend, animals, snake, farmland, river, sun- 

almost every entity of the society. And relevance of having a grand Durga Puja-this is the 

time we make our relationship further stronger, come closer- both physically and mentally, 

new clothes, delicious foods, singing, dancing, drama,  markets are full of business. 

Precisely, our festivals teaches us to  to be polite, careful, 'a everybody welcome member' of 

the society. That's why our religious activities are immortal and we crave to be a member 

of this kind of celebration times and again. 

(I never meant to hurt any religion follower,  As I don't 

know about others, I can't comment on that, I meant 

what I feel about my religion). 

  Wishing all the best wishes to you all! Enjoy to the 

fullest of the heart! 

  Joy Maa Durga! .  

  Wishing all the best wishes to you all! Enjoy to the fullest of the heart! 
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Some famous Durga puja in Kolkata: 

 

Bagbazar Durga Puja, Kumartuli Park Durga Puja, College Square Durga Puja, Mohammad Ali 

Park Sarbojanin Durgotsav, Santosh Mitra Square Durga Puja ইন্টারনেট থেনে সংগৃহীত  

Anindya Dasgupta 
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NOTUN KORE 

Author: Saikat Mondal, Sejuti Das 

                                                                    Translator: Dipesh Roy 
NOTUN KORE の 紹介： 

 ノトュン コレー（NOTUN KORE）はインドの西ベンガルのカルカタ（昔インドの首都）の、

恵まれない貧弱の孤児や迷子など子供のためよくいろ

いろ手伝っている非営利の組織（NGO）です。ノトュン 

コレーは2012年から始まって今まで恵まれない貧弱の

子供のために教育と健康意識に関していろいろ支給し

ています。それで、ノトュン コレーは特別障害の子

供のためにもずっと助けています。ノトュン コレー

の目的は簡単で分かり易いのでこれは正直なと言う組

織です。ノトュン コレーの全てのメンバーは若くて

優しくてとても正直な人たちです。ノトュンコレーは何時も新チャレンジを受け取っていま

す。 

NOTUN KORE の 背景： 

セジュティさん、タンモイさん、マロビカさん、ジョティルモイさんとほかの友達は 

ノトュン コレーのブループリントを作成しました。インドの人口は多すぎたら貧富も 

多い。それで、インドの生活で貧弱の子供の教育とか健康はとても難しいです。これは全国的

に重要な問題と思って皆はノトュン コレーの企画を立てました。その時からノトュン コレ

ーはよく希望して旅行を開始しました。一番最初にノトュンコレーはカルカタのバラーシャト

という名前の田舎である"Sabita Mission"という学校に浄水器を入れてあげました。今まで、

ノトュン コレーは全部で9つプロジェクトを終了しました。その９つの中で一人女の人の高

校で勉強するの全ての教育も含んでいます。 

ずっといろいろ助けてあげたら今年の一月にインドの政府からRegistration Act 1961で承認

されました。そしたら、今ノトュン コレーは法定の組織になっています。 

今までやったこと： 

2012年ドュルガープジャー（インドの有名な祭り）の時ノトュン コレーはSabita Missonの

学校で勉強している貧弱の学生に新しい服を支給しました。全部で一万ルピーをかかりまし

た。この礼金を皆メンバーとノトュン コレーに毎日連絡している優しい人たちは出してあげま

した。 

2013年の９がつにノトュン コレーは"Pratysh"と言うNGO組織で勉強している恵まれないと貧

しい子供たちの教育のために黒板やノートやペンシルなどいろいろ教育機器をだ支給してあげ

ました。そしたら、Pratyushとノトュン コレーの関係はとてもよくなりましたら2014年にノ

トュン コレーはPratyushの全ての学生のために鞄を買ってあげました。 

2014年に南カルカタに"Chitrangada"と言う貧しい孤児の女の人のためにある組織にノトュン 

コレーは新しい服とか浄水器を出してあげました。それで、ノトュン コレーは今年(2015)そ

のChitrangadaの一人女の人の高校で勉強するの全ての教育費、制服、鞄なども提供してあげ

ました。 

2015年１月26日に"Anandamoyee Mental Disablity and Handicapped ociety（AMHS)"と言う組
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織の特別障害の子供の心理学のテストのために全部で1500ルピーをかかって50台テクニカル用

器を買ってあげました。 

お願い： 

皆様、一緒に一番いい生活を作るように頑張りましょう。 

連絡の詳細： 

EメールID: notunkore2012@gmail.com 

ウェブサイト：www.notunkore.org 

セジュティ ダス (+81-90-8345-1506)  

Introduction: 

Notun kore is a non profitable organization based on 

kolkata, the capital of West Bengal, eastern India, 

mainly working for the  cause of the underprivileged 

children. Since its inception in 2012,in its multiple 

projects it has focussed on various social issues related 

to children such as the spread of  education, health 

awareness, working for the cause of specially abled etc. It is an organization where 

each and every details is in black and white, thus it assures transparency. Notun Kore 

is always full of new ideas, ready to accept new challenges in every occasion as it 

mainly comprises youth members.  

 

Background: 

In a fine evening in 2012, Sejuti, Tanmay, Malabika, Jyotirmoy, and some of their 

friends designed the blueprint of Notun Kore at a table of College Street Coffee house 

in Kolkata. They all wanted to address the issues of failure of the society, and Notun 

kore gave them the right platform. Since then, it is a fascinating journey with lots of 

ups and downs, failures and successes, and hopefulness and despair. Notun Kore has 

started its journey with helping a mission school in Duttapukur, Barasat area by 

giving a water purifier. Till now, Notun kore has completed nine projects including 

taking care of the higher secondary education of one girl student. 

 

Notun Kore has been registered as a nonprofit organization on January 2015 under 

West Bengal Societies Registration Act 1961 and formed as a separate legal entity. 

 
Projects: 

In 2012, Notun Kore completed its first project with Sabita Mission . Sabita Mission is 

a not for profit establishment where children of economically and socially backward 

families come to study. Sabita Mission facilitates around twenty such children and 

takes care of their studies and other social needs. Notun Kore donated a water purifier 

to Sabita Mission for safe drinking water. During puja, they have given new cloths to 

all the children of Sabita Mission. The total expense of Sabita Mission was around 

INR. 10000/- and the entire fund was collected from the members and well-wishers of 

Notun Kore. 

 

Pratyush is a society that subsidies tuition fees, library fees, computers, doctor's cost to 

economically backward classes and also acts as a social guidance center to the children 

and young people of that locality. In September 2013, Notun Kore helped Pratyush by 
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giving them Educational Equipment. Notun Kore maintained a close relationship with 

Pratyush and they have worked together again on August 2014 buy helping them with 

bags for school going children. Notun Kore gave school bags to Pratyush students. 

 
Chirangada is an organization near South Kolkata for orphan and underprivileged 

girls. This is a residential organization and is always in need for funds to maintain the 

minimum necessity of life. Notun Kore gave each of them one set of new cloths. and a 

water purifier to provide safe drinking water for all girl children. 

 

Notun Kore has taken care of one of the girl child of Chitrangada for all her 

educational needs including tuition fees school uniform school bag shoes etc. 

throughout the year. This is the first sustainable work of Notun Kore. 

 
Anandamoyee Mental Disability and Handicapped Society that runs a special school 

for the special children, and they required some technical instrument for psychological 

testing. Notun Kore collected an amount of 15,000/- INR and handed over to the 

institution to buy these instruments for 50 specially abled children. 

 

An Appeal: 

In the time of Durga Puja When Bengalees from every corner of the world will wear 

new cloths to celebrate the Durga Puja, Notun Kore will be busy to render happiness 

for the orphan children.  Notun Kore wants to give them new cloths so that when they 

come to see Devi, they will feel a little more equal.  

 

Notun Kore is planning to build up a system so that, multiple problems related to 

health and education of orphans, street children, child labour and issues related to girl 

child (like education of girls, child marriage) can be effectively restricted. Notun kore 

(www.notunkore.org) pleades to each of you to help to achieve its mission. Together, 

let's end all sorts of inequality of the society. 

------ 

 

 
  

হলি 
মেুমেু লিশ্বাস 

 
িাগনিা মনে রনের থ াোঁয়া 
জি লিনয় যা যায়ো থ ায়া 
জাগনর অিঝু হৃিয় ভাঙ্গা 
রং লিনয় ের মেনে রাঙ্গা 
মরন  পড়া হৃিয় খালে 
চেচনে ের পালিশ টালে। 
 

রা া শযানমর সৃলি হলি 
থসটাওলে তুই ভুনি থগলি? 
িনৃ্দা িনে থগাপী সনে 
থখিত হলি লেজ মনে। 
যাভুনি সি িুুঃখ আলজ 
থপাড়া মনের আতশ িালজ। 
থখািনর মনের পিদ া োনিা 
জ্বাি হৃিনয় গযানের আনিা। 
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Durga Puja 

Naba Ghosh 

 

  The Durga Puja is an annual festival of Hindus which is celebrated by worshiping Goddess Durga. 

Hindu Goddess Durga is believed to have killed the demon Mahishasura. The Puja is happy time for all. 

People put on new clothes. The joys of children know no bounds. The grown-up people also enjoy it 

merrily. 

 The shopping season begins nearly one month before the Durga Puja festival. Huge crowd can be seen at 

marketplaces and shopping malls. The festive season is also a boon for online shopping websites. They 

come up with exclusive deals and offers to charm the customers. 

 The festival marks “victory of good over evil”. It takes place in the month of Ashwin (October) from the 

first to the tenth day of the bright fortnight. It is an occasion of great enthusiasm and festivity for the 

Hindus. On this occasion schools, colleges, and offices are closed for a long holiday. People return their 

homes for celebrating the Puja. 

 It is celebrated by the Hindus all over India and abroad. It is the most popular festival in the state of 

West Bengal, India. 

 The Puja is celebrated for ten days, but the image is installed on the seventh day. During the last three 

days the Puja is celebrated with great pomp and gaiety. The images are of different designs and sizes. 

 Goddess Durga is referred to as the Goddess of Power (Shakti). The idol of Goddess Durga has ten 

hands and stands on the back of a huge lion. She fights with a demon with ten different weapons. The 

two daughters of Durga, Lakshmi and Saraswati, stand on either side of their mother. Lakshmi is the 

goddess of fortune and Saraswati is the goddess of learning and wisdom. Their two brothers, Kartik and 

Ganesh sit next to them. For three days, the images of these Gods and Goddesses are worshiped along 

with their mother goddess Durga. The puja starts from the seventh day of the moon. 

 Flowers and sweets are offered to them. The priest reads the sacred slokas of “Chandi” and performs the 

puja. 

 On the last day, the day of “Vijoya Dashami” images and idols are immersed in water. They are dressed 

in fine clothes and decked with beautiful ornaments. During the Puja the poor are fed, alms are 

distributed to the people. 

The Vijaya Dashami is considered to be an auspicious day. On the day people visit their relatives. The 

people of the trading classes begin their new year from this day. At some placed Ramlila is staged and 

Ravan is killed on the Dashami day. 

 There are various stories connected with the Vijaya Dashami. It is said that Ram killed Ravana on this 

day and performed the Puja of Goddess Durga. Since then it has been celebrated every year on this day. 

Another story is that one King Suratha performed the Puja on this day. The third is that Goddess Durga 

killed Mahishasura, a demon, on this day. 

------ 
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Dr. Satyen Saha 
Department of Chemistry, Banaras Hindu University (Central University), Varanasi 221005, India. 

E-mail: satyen.saha@gmail.com; Webpage: www.satyensaha.com 

 

  In continuation of my last year article published in this journal, I am happy to convey 

that Varanasi is still at the centre stage of Indo-Japan Friendship. This is evident from the 

amount of enthusiasm the Japanese people have shown in recently concluded International 

Conference on “Contemporary Advances in Science and Technology” (IC-CAST 2015) in 

Banaras Hindu University (BHU), Varanasi. I am happened to be in organizer committee 

of the conference and happy to experience the special attention by Japanese Government. 

Varanasi, as said everywhere that the city is known to be the oldest living city in the 

world. It is often quoted, as the famous author Mark Twain said, "It is older than history, 
older than tradition, older even than the legend and looks twice as old as all of them put 
together". The very fundamental reason for Varanasi being oldest but yet living and 

vibrant city is due to the presence of river 

Ganges. Varanasi has been at the epicentre of 

Indian culture and music since ancient times. 

It is the holy city of Hindu pilgrimage having 

hundreds of temples. This rich culture is 

precisely the reason why Japanese people love 

to come here.  

. 

Every year, we the former JSPS (Japan 

Society for the Promotion of Science) fellows 

organize 2-3 days international conference in India under the banner of Indian JSPS 

Alumni Association (IJAA, www.indianjspsalumni.org). This annual conference is 

primarily being supported by JSPS, Japan. This year, we have organized in BHU during 

7th – 9th August, at Faculty of Science, BHU. It was heartening to note that JSPS extended 

special support and care for this conference because of Varanasi. His Excellency Dr. M. 

Fujii, State Minister of Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of 

Japan himself was present and inaugurated the conference. During the conference, BHU 

has signed two Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), with two Japanese National 

Universities; namely Shimane University (beside figure shows Prof. Deguchi (left) of 

Shimane University along with vice-chancellor of BHU and Japanese minister) and Kyoto 

University. It is rare that an Indian University signing MOU with two Japanese National 

Universities on the same day. Prof. Makoto Asashima, executive director, JSPS was 

present as invited speaker. In addition, Prof. Kayo 

Inaba, executive Vice President of Kyoto University and 

Prof. Akira Deguchi, Vice President of Shimane 

University, Matsue, Japan (beside figure, second from 

left) were also among other dignitaries. While Prof. 

Deguchi discussed on structural anthropology and 

transnational adoption giving an insight why Japan 

does not like to adapt foreign child, Prof. Inaba 
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delighted the audience with dendritic cells research in the immune responses. The notable 

things that I liked is that it is rare in India that people in such high administrative 

positions can also be  dedicated for research at such extent. Prof. Inaba patiencely 

encountered many questions with very informative answers. Japanese people are known 

for their dedication to the work they are assigned for. In this regards, I was amused to see 

that Prof. Deguchi taking care of their university booth in the conference alone since his 

subordinate colleague was taking lunch. It was hot and humid and there was no fan in that 

small booth. Is it not rare sight for Indians? Can any Indian imagine that Vice-President of 

an Indian national university is taking care of booth? (beside Figure, Prof. Deguchi infront 

of the booth along with booth visitor students). It simply reflects the dedication for the 

purpose, seems status symbol ego does not work for 

them. In addition, he was constantly and tirelessly 

providing information to participants whoever were 

visiting the booth. It was also encouraging to see that 

Prof. Makoto Asashima, executive director of JSPS was 

present in the conference throughout and delivered an 

invited lecture which was full of his own research 

results (on regeneration and organogenesis studies in 

vertebrates). He was listening all the lectures sitting in the middle of the audience and 

have either asked several questions or entered in discussion with other speakers during or 

after the deliberation (beside figure, encircled person is Prof. Asashima).  This is again 

another sight which is quite unimaginable and unexpected from similar stature Indian 

administrative working in similar Indian national organization. This is truly encouraging 

for us and reminds us that we should be devoted for our duty and enjoy our profession. A 

research scientist should remain scientist and should have passion for the research though 

out the carrier irrespective of what administrative 

position he/she is in. Unfortunately, in India, people 

having research career enjoy administrative work more 

than research itself and they partially or completely 

abandon their research carrier, given a chance. One the of 

many reasons is that administrative position allow one to 

control over other, specifically over colleagues.   In 

addition, now a days a general trend in India is to 

concentrate on money rather than perusing pure science, 

engineering. That is why, it no wonder that an electrical/mechanical graduate from a 

reputed IIT pursue a career in computer programming or management work in a MNC. 

This surely rise fuel of the thought why should government waste money spending on 

IITians. We surely have enough reasons to make close relationship with Japan. Hard work 

and dedication are predominantly among many qualities which we can acquire from them. 

Being in Varanasi, it  is unexpectedly help for me to strengthen my association with Japan. 

Long live Indo-Japan friendship.   

-------- 
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Krio’s take on “Nothing is impossible”  

Dr. Nabarun Roy 

Throughout the night he had a disturbed sleep with severe shoulder pain. As the 

morning alarm rang, half-awake Krio stood in front of the mirror and was shocked at 

the sight. He was unable 

to believe that the wish 

which he had been 

nurturing deep inside for 

so long has transformed 

into reality. He gazed 

carefully at his wings 

which just budded out on 

that very morning. The 

feathers at the tip were 

long and light brownish 

with gradual darkened 

blackish lower end. He 

examined the feathers 

carefully and found some 

golden pattern which 

gave the feathers 

altogether a gorgeous 

look. “Wow!! Are these really real!!!” he said to himself. He could not believe his eyes as 

he was seeing something which is impossible in reality. Suddenly a slap at the back of 

his head made the wings disappear in air and he was back into the real world. His 

elder brother was there at his back yelling at him as they were about to miss the school 

bus. Krio, who studies in sixth standard, is a topper in the class and is known to have 

some superhuman powers. He is also well-known in his school as well as his 

neighborhood as a “super child” since there were some miraculous deeds by him which 

people often discuss. Once he took up a challenge with his best friend and mugged up a 

book within an hour and answered all the questions asked along with the page number 

of the contents.  He was also known to climb up a high-rise building at the age of four 

being chased by a group of mad dogs.  

The recent event of “day dreaming” has started since Krio’s elder brother Rhain who is 

a twelfth standard student with science major screamed, “Awesome!!! Krio, this science 

article talks about existence of super humans: man with eagle beak and wings in south 

tranviz valleys, a family of three with lower body part resembling that of horse in the 

Najiama island and even some others who cannot even be classified. In fact, the ideas 

of several mythical characters such as Equllus (human-horse), Gasteratus (half man-

half eagle) has been conceptualized from such realistic creatures. Though these kinds 

of superhuman beings have been known to exist since past, yet no serious research has 

been done to enlighten about the existence of such “super humans”. A recent bold move 

of an endocrinologists group of Bringsham University under the supervision of 
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Professor Nicholas Longbottom has spotted out such super human beings who 

benevolently got involved into their research work. Progress in their two years of 

research shows that, although one of the rarest phenomenon, yet some specialized 

human nerve cells secrete protantytoid hormone which enables these rare human 

beings to modify or develop their special body part. Very little is known about this new 

and unconventional hormone which is a hot cake among the endocrinologists.” Rhain 

giggled and said, “Hey, you are nothing less dude!! And you have it in your blood, don’t 

you? As everyone says, hmm!?!” 

Krio himself knew the fact that he is an unconventional child with some special 

powers. As to where from he inherited this special power goes back to the times of his 

grandfather’s grandfather who was known to have feet with paddles like duck and 

nictitating membrane in his eyes and could swim even faster than world champion 

swimmers. But these special organs were only functional when he wanted to use them, 

especially when in real need. According to Professor Nicholas Longbottom, the 

protantytoid hormone is only functional when the brain cells produce metatanturm 

hormone which comes from strong desire to do or achieve something.  

Now, Krio had a secret desire to know the hidden truths of the universe, to see 

different planets and solar systems and he felt that wings could give him a flight to the 

space. Inspite of knowing that his thought was illogical, he could not get rid of this 

thought. One day in an extempore class he made a fun of himself when he expressed 

his strongest desire in front of his friends. One of his friends said, “Have you lost it!! 

Go and get yourself treated first.” Even though his friends laughed at him, they could 

not just let Krio’s words go like that since they were aware of some unnatural things 

done by him. So who knows what happens next and Krio was ready to do anything and 

at any cost. 

It was just one day before the summer vacation. After the school time Krio called his 

best buddies and said, “Guys, I know I can do this. But I need your help. Ron your 

sister deals with herbology right? Can you ask her if there are some herbs or plants 

which can help me grow wing muscles and bones and feathers?” Ron said, “OK, I will 

try.” “Navel your brother has a gym right? Can you arrange for my entry since I don’t 

have the age permit? Please do me this favor…” he pleaded. Navel said, 

“Umm….difficult…. I’ll try and manage.” Next he stared at Tom and said, “Tom, you 

have a bird farm, don’t you? When birds hatch out of egg, they cannot fly but as they 

grow up they can. There must be some protein or other element in the egg matrix 

which helps birds grow their wings. Fowl or hen cannot fly. So its egg would not be of 

use. Check out which flying bird’s egg is available in your firm. This won’t be tough I 

guess, what say?” Tom giggled and said, “Eagle’s egg would have been the best but I’m 

afraid it is not that tasty and we don’t have one”. “Shut up!! I’m serious” Krio said 

impatiently. “And Peter, your uncle has a skydiving club so far I know. I know it’s 

costly, but I will manage. I want to go for it too. This is important because this is 
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something similar to adaptation as my brother explained. Some very famous biological 

theory lies in there. If several times I face the same condition, the body might adapt 

the method of flying”. Peter said, “Well, that’s not a big deal. I can easily manage.” 

Finally Krio said, “But guys, please don’t tell my mom and my brother, they would just 

kill me.” 

Krio’s friends were indeed best buddies since they made all the arrangements within a 

few days. “There are many rare herbs and fruits which birds feed upon to improve 

their flight skills”, said Ron. He continued, “My sister was explaining lots of things 

which I could hardly understand, but she gave this list of easily available herbs and 

fruits and she asked you to try these. All the best buddy!!!” Tom thought for a while 

and said, “I think Frigatebird’s egg will do for you. It is one of the fastest birds after 

falcons and eagles. But I can’t guarantee of the taste. Don’t blame me if you have 

stomach problems!!” “It was difficult to convince my brother”, said Navel “but when I 

told everything to him he got excited and told that there are some special exercises 

which will really be helpful. So go for it. But time is little odd. It’s between the usual 

gym timings. Manage at your home.” Finally it was Peter’s turn to give some good 

news but unfortunately he said with a dull face, “ The club’s summer training is 

postponed and will start from twentieth of this month, which means fifteen more days 

to go!!” Krio said in a calm voice, “No problem, within these fifteen days I will prepare 

my body for the big task and then will go for diving. So things are all planned. Thanks 

guys!! If anything is getting possible it is because of you!!” 

Krio brilliantly managed at home by saying that this summer vacation he will be group 

studying at Tom’s place. The next twenty days he had a strict and disciplined diet 

consisting of herbs, fruits and Frigatebird egg twice a day, physical training for two 

hours which particularly involved exercises for shoulder and arm muscle development. 

He could understand that his body was responding in a positive way since there was no 

negative side effect during this preparative period. Fifteen days passed by very fast 

and Krio was absolutely ready for skydiving or to be more specificready for flying.  

Krio along with his friends got on board. The instructor gave the detailed instructions 

and pinpointed the precautions which his friends were attentively listening to. But he 

knew what he had to do. It was within an hour that the aircraft pilot monitor showed 

an altitude of 12545 feet above ground level and the escape door of the craft was 

opened. One by one all his friends jump and now it was Krio’s turn. As soon as he 

jumped he felt like it was his own ground. Five of them were gliding in the same level 

and all of a sudden Krio felt a tremendous shoulder pain which was killing him. As he 

growled in pain, he looked at his friends who had their jaws dropped and there he had 

two majestic wings. He could feel that his body grew lighter and fluffier and he was 

flying. It was something so dreamy that he could not believe his eyes. He left his 

friends behind and moved forward to relish his dreamto see the universe. Within a 

moment he found that the earth shrunk to a tiny bluish ball. There were all the 
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gigantic planets of which he had studied in books and seen in pictures in the internet. 

He could see the enormous and magnificent sun which he felt was attracting him with 

its glare. He was enjoying each and every moment of the lifetime experience and all of 

a sudden he again felt a killing shoulder pain and found that his wings had stopped 

moving. He saw that he was gradually moving into the sun. His body was getting 

blisters from the flames. He was terrified and tried very hard to move his wings which 

had become stiff. Suddenly the Sun started yelling just  like the morning alarm and 

Krio found his brother standing in front of him saying, “Are you trying to fly lying on 

the bed, huh!! ? So what was your dream this time?” Alas!! This was again a (so-much-

true) dream. 
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Talk given at Embassy of India, Vivekananda Hall, on the Birth Anniversary 

Celebration of  Swami Vivekananda  May 17, 2015 

Copyright -- Jagmohan S. Chandrani, Tokyo, Japan 

 

Indian Food 
Namashkaar! 

 

What to do when asked to talk about Indian Food? Where to start? Maybe what is 

Indian Food is a good starting point ! 

 

Food, like everything else, has a history and reason for becoming food. Where Indian 

food differs from food of most other regions of the world is that it is conceived and 

based on a philosophical treatise! Ayur Veda! 

 

Research tells us that the present form of human being came about around 50,000 

years ago and about 12,000 years ago started sedentary agriculture where they 

domesticated plants and animals which led to the establishment of civilizations.  

 

When we talk of India, then one has to begin with the Indus Valley Civilization. This 

was the Bronze Age civilization starting from 3300 BCE and continuing to 1300 BCE. 

The population of India is very large now, more than 1.2 billion, but this is nothing 

new. During its mature period five to four thousand years ago, the population of the 

Indus Valley Civilization was more than 5 million people living over 1.25 million sq. 

km. It was by far the largest of the ancient civilizations. Just for comparison, the land 

and water area of Japan today is 374,834 sq. km or one third of the area occupied by 

the Indus Valley Civilization. 

 

This civilisation created new techniques in metallurgy (copper, bronze, lead, and tin) 

domestication of animals, birds, plants and created cities which even today are noted 

for their urban planning, baked brick houses, elaborate drainage systems, water 

supply systems, and clusters of large non-residential buildings.  

 

To be able to provide nutrition for five million people and keep them in good health 

physically and the society in harmony, not only the supply of food ingredients and 

water was essential and critical to the sustenance of the civilization a philosophy, a 

science of health was equally if not more essential and important.  

 

We all are aware that when a large number of people live together disease and stress 

are bound to happen and the people living there begin to suffer from myriad problems 

which if not handled/treated properly would lead to the destruction of the way of life of 

the people. People would become ill would suffer and have untimely deaths due to 

disease.  

 

''Prevention is better than Cure'' is a old saying even in Japan - Chiryo yori yobou. The 

need for prevention or preventive ways was strongly felt even then, 5,000 years ago. 

Wise people, thinkers, sages all got together to consider the various factors which were 

leading to or could lead to problems and diseases in society.  
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They understood life is dear to all, and even more dear is the life of longevity, good 

health and well-being. 

By doing a lot of research, thinking and experiments they began developing a 

philosophy or science of how a human being should lead life. What rules to follow so 

that both mental and physical health could be maintained in good stable condition and 

the person could live a fruitful, happy and long life in harmony with the surrounding 

people and the natural environment. 

 

This science or philosophy was called ''Ayur Veda'' the Science of Life; ''Ayu'' meaning 

life and ''Veda'' meaning Science. The thought behind Ayur Veda is ''hitam ayu'' or 

healthy life span, which is the pre-requisite for ''sukham ayu'' or happy longevity. 

 

So what is this science of Ayur Veda developed 5,000 years ago got to do with Indian 

food?! You see the Indian food we eat today -- the recipes, the ingredients we use: 

grains, vegetables, spices, leafs, herbs, seeds, roots, barks, fruits, flowers, plant resins, 

salt, fish, poultry, meat, game, oils and fats, milk and milk based products like yogurt 

etc., alcohol, juices; the way we cook: frying, stir-frying, boiling, sprouting, fermenting; 

the utensils we use; the concept of hygiene and cleanliness; the core of Indian food, in 

fact most of the Indian food, was conceptualized and created 5,000 years ago based on 

the principles and philosophy of Ayur Veda!  

 

So what did Ayur Veda do, how does it work in relation to Indian food? Like any 

scientific approach, Ayur Veda researched both the ''eater'' and what was ''eaten''.  

 

Ayur Veda took an holistic approach - for the human beings it was apparent from the 

outside that no two persons were the same. But was this so? Research under Ayur 

Veda on humans found that there were three prominent groups under which most 

humans could be classified - the Pitta, Vata and Khapa ''dosha'' or  types.  

 

Similarly, the food ingredients were studied for their effects on the human body and 

the difference of the effects on human beings classified as mentioned above. Sure 

enough it was found that the same substance had a positive or supportive action when 

it was partaken on the body of a person with one type of 'dosha' but did not have such 

supportive or positive effect on other type or types. Under this process all ingredients 

used in cooking food which were available were studied and classified for suitability 

over a number of parameters, such as - digestibility, the effect on the body upon 

ingestion - heating or cooling the body, among others. 

 

With this Ayur Veda put forth a concept of nutrition in which is not just calorie count, 

vitamin and mineral supplement are important. Of course these are important, 

however, in Ayur Veda the key lies in the balance of ''rasas'' or tastes.  

 

Ayur Veda identified six ''rasas'' or tastes, which had to be present in every meal. 

These 

tastes were -  

sweet - found in onions, cardamom and prawns 

sour - found in lemons, oranges, tamarind and vinegar 

salty - found in different types of salts   
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spicy-hot - found in ginger, garlic, pepper and cloves  

bitter - found in cumin, fenugreek, mustard seed and bitter gourd  

astringent - found in pomegranates and egg plants 

 

These ''rasas'' had to be used in different proportions in different seasons, when the 

ingredients would not be available in their fresh form. This led to the technique of 

preservation, mostly by drying and pickling in vinegar or brine. The foods thus 

preserved came to be known as spices. Spices became the supplements to provide the 

necessary 'tastes/rasas' outside their growing season. Almost all spices grow in the 

tropical and sub-tropical regions of the world. India has the largest variety of spices 

and herbs in the world. 

 

So we find that Indian Food is: 

1 Based on a highly developed and holistic Philosophy - Ayur Veda, the Science 

of Life 

2 It originated 5,000 years ago 

3 It has continuously existed throughout this period without any break 

4 Its principles and methods are universal and perennial  

5 Based on this philosophy new food ingredients and preparations introduced 

from other cultures from 

  different parts of the world could be and were evaluated and assimilated into 

Indian Food 

6 It has had 5,000 years to find different ingredients from all over the world and 

incorporate them  

7 Over these 5,000 years the taste of Indian food has been tried, tested over and 

over again to make it  

  palatable to humans 

 

Maybe I have been able to give you some understanding about Indian Food. Hope that 

will be of practical use for all. 

 

Thank you.  
 

 

 

  

$ আগমনী $. 

রাহুি সাহা 
ভ োরেে শিশিে বলল ভেশিন হোত ছুরে উরে আে  

শিউশল ফুরলে গন্ধ মোশি গোে.  

চল জলশি বোইরে আে  

 ভমরে ভমরে েোতটো গ ীরে কোরলো  
ঐ ভিিো যোে, িরুে ভকোথোও আরলো   
েকোল হরতই ফেসো আকোি েোিো ভমরেে তুরলো  
কোি ফুরলেো ও ধুরলো   
িোপলো, িোলুক েি ভপোহোরলো  
েরে বরে আকোি ভিশি মুরেো মুরেো আকোি ধশে ভিিশব ভক ভক আে   

িগূসো েোকুে হোেরছ ভযন আকোি শকনোেোে l 
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দুর্গাপুজ ার চালচচত্র  -- যেমন যেজেচি 

 

ড: ইচিতা যেন  

 পুজজোর গল্প মোজে শৈৈজের থেজে শেজৈোজরর হোত ধজর জীেজের উত্তরণ পজের গল্প  - শুধু আমোর েয় - প্রততটি েঙ্গেোসীর থেে থসই এে 

অেুভূতত। পুজজোর থেজেজেেোয়।  মহোেয়োর থভোর রোজত তৈউতে ফুজের গোন্ধ তেজয় থরতিওজত থেজজ চজেজে 'আতিজের সোরোদপ্রোজত ---' 

প্রজতেজের মে পজর রজয়জে প্রয়োত েীজরন্দ্রেৃষ্ণ ভজের আজেগ আপ্লুত সুেতেত েজে শ্রী শ্রী চন্ডীপোঠ -- 'ত্ব* স্বোহো- ত্ব* স্বধো - ত্ব* তহ 

েষটেোর স্বরোতিেো --', প্রণমে তেতৈষ্ট তৈল্পীজদর আগমেী গোজের আহ্বোজে আপ্লুত হজয় থচোখ মুেজেে।  

এতদে তপতৃপজের থৈষ - থদেীপজের সূচেো েো থৈষ হজে থেোজোগরী েক্ষ্মীপুজজোর মজধ তদজয়।  দূগগো পুজজো সেোর - তেুও এই পুজজোর 

রীততেীতত গুজেো অজেজেই তেজজর মত েজর গ্রহণ েজর।  আমোজদর েোতিজত থদখতোম েোিীর প্রয়োত েজয়োজজে*জদর েতে মহোেয়োর 

আজগর তদে রোজত ফুে চন্দে তদজয় তেজৈষভোজে সোজোজেো হত।  মহোেয়োর থভোজর থরতিওজত মতহষোসুরমদীতে চেোেোেীে েতেগুজেোর 

সোমজে ধূপ জ্বোতেজয় থদওয়ো হত - আমরো সেোই প্রয়োত তপতৃপুরুষজদর প্রেতত জোেতোম।  থরতিওজত মহোেয়োর মন্ত্র ও আেোহেী গোে, 

থভোজরর আজেোর থরখো, ধূপ চন্দে ও মোেোর গন্ধ এে শেসতগগে পতরজেৈ শতরী েরত।  আমোজদর েোতিজত 'জসই ট্রোতিৈে সমোজে চেজে'- 

েতদও ঠোম্মো, েোেো, মো আজ আর থেউ থেই এই জগজত। তোাঁ রো আজ েতেজত।  

মজে পজর মহোেয়োর তদে সেোজে থজঠু তপতৃতপগণ েরজতে - থেোে েের গঙ্গোর ঘোজট তগজয় - থেোে েের েোিীজতই।  

এে এে সময় ভোেজে অেোে েোজগ - তে ভোজে এই পুজজো েঙ্গজীেজে অঙ্গোঙ্গীভোজে তমজৈ থগে।  রোমোয়ে অেুসোজর রোেজের সোজে েুজে 

জথয়র অতভেোজৈ শ্রীরোমচন্দ্র ৈরৎেোজেই থদেীর আেোহে েজর জজয়র জেে আৈীেগোদ প্রোেগেো েজরে। থদেী অশুভ ৈতি তেেোৈ েতরতে - 

তোই রোমচন্দ্রজে জজয়র েরদোে েজরে। থসই থেজে এই পুজজো ৈোরদীয়ো পুজজো রূজপই পতরতচত। েোজরো েোজরো মজত থষোিৈ ৈতজে থসই 

েজে পঞ্চোদৈ ৈতজের থৈজষর তদজে তদেোজপুর ও মোেদোর জতমদোজরর থখয়োজে এই েোাংেোর েুজে থদেীর অেোে থেোধজের পুজজো পোতেত 

হয়।  েোজরো েোজরো মজত থষোিৈ ৈতজে তোজহরপুজরর রোজো োংসেোরোয়ণ - মতোন্তজর েদীয়োর ভেোেন্দ মজুমদোর ১৬০৬ সোজে েেোতিগত 

উজদেোজগ এই পুজজো শুরু েজরে। অত্্রপর থেজে তেতভন্ন জতমদোর ও স্থোেীয় রোজো ও অতভজোত েেেসোয়ী সম্প্রদোয় এই পুজজোর আজয়োজে 

েরজতে। ১৭৫৭ সোজে রেোটগ  ক্লোইভ পোেোতসর প্রোন্তজর েেোে তসরোজ-উদ-দুল্লোজে পরোতজত েজর থৈোভোেোজোজরর রোজো েেেৃষ্ণজদজের 

রোজেোতিজত এই দুগগোপুজজোয় থেোগ তদজয় তেজয়-উত্সভ পোেে েজরে।  তোর েোরণ হজেো েেেোতোর আজৈ  পোজৈ  থে চোচগ গুজেো তেে তো 

আজগই েেোজের সোজে েুজে েততগ্রস্থ হজয়তেে।  থসতদে চোজচগ র অভোে পূণগ েজরতেে থদেী পুজজোর প্রোঙ্গে।  উেতে*ৈ ৈতজের পুজজোগুতে 

মূেত আজয়োতজত হত তত্েোেীে অতভজোতজগোষ্ঠীর উজদেোজগ- তোজদর েমতো, আিঅহাংেোর ও তিটিৈ প্রভুজদর আেুগতে প্রেোজৈর 

মোধেমরূজপ।  থৈোভোেোজোজরর রোজো েেেৃষ্ণজদে থেজে শুরু েজর উতিষেোর প্রেোসী থঘোষ মহোৈয় পেগন্ত সেজেই এই উত্সভটি তেজ 

আতিেোয় স্বোরম্বজর পোেে েরজতে- েৃটিৈ আতধেোতরে থেজে সুরু েজর স্থোেীয় প্রজোরো সোদজর আমতন্ত্রত েোেজতে এই তদেগুতেজত- ঢোেোও 

খোওয়ো দোওয়ো, েোচ-গোে, েতেগোে, েোত্রোপোেো থেোেটোই েোদ থেত েো।  

সততে েেো েেজত তে এই েেতি থেতন্দ্রে পুজজোর আজয়োজে ধীজর ধীজর সোমোতজে রূপতেে তো থেে গজল্পর মত। ১৭৯০ সোজে হুগেী 

থজেোর গুতিপোিো গ্রোজম েোজরোজে েনু্ধ েো েোজরো ইয়োর এর উজদেোজগ স্থোেীয় েোতসন্দোজদর েোে থেজে চোাঁ দো সাংগ্রহ েজর শুরু হয় 

েোজরোয়োরী দুজগগো*সভ।  থসই েোজরোয়োরী পুজজো সোেগজেীে হজয় ওজঠ ১৯১০ সোজে েখে সেোতে ধমগ*সতহতে সভো েেেোতোর েোগেোজোজর 

সোেগেভোজে সেগজে সমন্বজয় ৈোরদীয়ো পুজজোর আজয়োজে েজর। থসই থেজে এই পুজজো েোিোেী জীেজে, মেজে, সোত্ত্বোয় সোমোতজে ও 

প্রোততষ্ঠোতেে রূপ পোয় - েো সমোজজর তৈল্প ও আধেোতিে থচতেোজে তমতেজয় তমতৈজয় থদয়।  সোেগজেীে দূগগোপুজজোর রূপটি থসই পরোধীেতোর 

েুজগ থদৈ মোতৃেোর রূজপর সোজে তমজৈ েোয়।  তোই ভোেজে অেোে েোজগ থে এেই থদেীর আরোধেো েখজেো েেতিগত আিপ্রচোর, েখজেো 

েোজরো েনু্ধর  শ্রেো ও আেজন্দর প্রেোৈ, েখজেো েৃটিৈ প্রভুর সন্তুতষ্ট  অজগ ে, আের েখজেো েো জোততর আিপ্রেোজৈর - স্বোতধেোর অজগ জের 

আধোর হজয় ওজঠ।  

আমোর মজে পজর থেজেজেেোয় থসই সোজতর দৈজে দমদজমর ভোিোেোতিটি থেজি আমোজদর তেজয় েোেো চজে আজসে এয়োরজপোটগ  

এর  েোজে- েোগুইআটিজত। েোগুইআটি তখে আধো গ্রোম। তভ আই তপ থরোজির উজবোধজের সোজে সোজে মূে েেেোতোর সোজে থেোগোজেোগ 

ভোজেো হজয়জে- সল্টজেজের পর েেেোতোর মধতেত্ত মোেুষ্ এখোজে েোিী েজর আসজত শুরু েজরজেে। থসই সময় আমোজদর পোিোজত 
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দুগগোপূজো হত েো। আমোজদর মে খোরোপ থদজখ েোেো ও তোাঁ র সমমেস্করো েোেজত পোরজেে েো- তোরো সেোই মোইে ঠিে েজরে সোেগজেীে 

পুজজো েরজতই হজে।  এখোজে থসই শুরু হজেো পল্লীেোসীজদর পুজজো। থচোজখর সোমজে েোজরোয়োরী পুজজোর জন্ম হজত থদখেোম। শুধু থদখেোম 

েেজে ভুে হজে - তমজেতমজৈ থগেোম পুজজোর সজঙ্গ। ষতষ্টর তদে ঠোকুর আসো থেজে শুরু েজর - থদেীর থেোধে - সিতমজত েেপতত্রেোর স্নোে 

- অষ্টমীজত তেসজগ ে - সেই হে দোরুে উত্সোহ ও আন্ততরেতোয়। থেজেরো প্রততমো তেজয় আসজে - মোজয়রো ফে েোটজেে - থভোগ রোন্নো 

েরজেে - েোেো ও তোাঁ র েনু্ধরো রোত থজজগ পুজজো পেোজন্ডে পোহোরো তদজেে - থেোটরো েতুে জোমো পজর শহ শচ েজর থেিোজে।  এর সজঙ্গ 

েোেজে তেতভন্ন আেন্দ অেুষ্ঠোে - পিোর থেজে থমজয়রোই তোজত অাংৈ গ্রহে েরজে - হজে েতে আাঁেো প্রততজেোতগতো।  

সেজচজয় উজল্লখজেোগে তেে দৈমীর সন্ধেোয় মোজয়জদর ঠোকুর েরে-তসাঁদুর থখেো- আর প্রততমো তেসজগ ে পেগ।  প্রততটি ঘর থেজে অৈীততপর 

েৃে-েৃেোরো েোিো সেোই সোতমে হত এই তমতেজে।  তেসজগ জের পর থসোজো েোিী েোওয়ো তেজষধ – প্রজতেেজে পেোজন্ডজে তফজর এজস 

ৈোতন্তজে তেজত হজে- তেজয়োর অতভেন্দে ও প্রেোম পেগ থসখোজেই সোরজত হজে।  মোজয়রো ঘুগতে ও মোেজপোয়ো শতরী েজর রোখজতে সেোর 

জেে - আমোজদর মুজখ হোতস র ধজর েো।  তেজয়োর তমতেজে এেোেোর সেোর থেোগ থদেোর খেরটি দুষু্টজেোজেজদর েোজেও থপৌজেতেে- ফে 

স্বরূপ এে েের এই তেসজগ জের সময় পোিোজত েি  রেজমর িোেোতত হে।  এরপজরর েের থেজে তেসজগ জের তমতেেটি ঈষত্  থেোট হজয় 

েোয় - তেন্তু আন্ততরেতোয় ভোটো পজরতে।  

আতম সোজতর ও আজটর দৈজে দুগগোপূজজোজত এেই রেম সমোজরোজহো থদজখতে - এসময়েোর পুজজোগুজেো মজটর উপর ঐততহে ও 

আন্ততরেতোর উপজর তেভগ র েজর চেত।  প্রততমো শতরী - আজেো ও মন্ডজপর েোজ এেটো ট্রোতিৈে থমজেই শতরী হত। এখজেো উত্তর ও 

মধে েেেোতোর তেেু েি েি পুজজোজত সোজসজ্জোর আতঙ্গজে থতমে থেোে পতরেতগ ে আজস তে।  মোটির প্রততমোজে মূেত থসোেো েো থসোেোেী 

অেেো রুজপোতে রাংতোর অোংেোজর সোজোজেো হয়।  তেজৈষ ধরজের থসোেোর সোজজে িোজের সোজ েেো হয়।  েোগেোজোর সোেগজেীে এজদর 

মজধে অেেতম।   

েজয়র দৈজের সূচেোয় পুজজোর আজয়োজজে আজস তেরোট পতরেতগ ে- ঐততহেসম্মত পুজজোগুতের পোৈোপোতৈ প্রেতগ ে হয় তেম 

পুজজো।  পেোজন্ডজে, প্রততমো, আজেোেসজ্জো -সেতেেুজতই থেে এে েতুেজত্বর থেোাঁ য়ো েোজগ- এে অভূতপূেগ শৈতল্পে থচতেো ও শেতচজত্রর 

প্রেোৈ ঘটজত েোজে।   প্রততটি প্রজচষ্টো থেে এেটো েতুে েোতগ ো েহে েজর আেজে।  এজদর পৃষ্ঠজপোষে থপজত থদরী হয়তে।  এই পুজজোর 

উজদেোিোরো এেে আর উেজটো রজের তদজের েোঠোজমো পুজজোর জেে অজপেো েজর েজস েোজেে েো- এেের প্রততমো তেরঞ্জজের পজরর 

তদেই স্বপ্ন থদখজত শুরু েজরে পজরর েের থেমে হজে পুজজোর তেম - থেোে েতুজের েোতগ োেোহী হজে তোজদর মন্ডপটি।  এেতদজে থেমে 

স্পেসর তহজসজে এতগজয় এজসজেে েেেসোয়ী ও তৈল্পপততরো, অেেতদজে থতমতে পোেতেে তমতিয়ো এতগজয় এজসজে তেতভন্ন উপহোজরর দোতে 

তেজয়।  থে প্রেম, থে তবতীয়, থে হে তৃতীয় তোই তেজয় ইাঁদুর থদৌি চেজে।  

এেতদে তদজয় থদখজে তে আশ্চেগ তমে মোেতসেতোয় - অষ্টোদৈ ৈতজে জতমদোজররো পুজজোর আিম্ভজর থে েোজে থটক্কো তদে তো তেজয় 

জল্পেোর থৈষ তেে েো- তিটিৈরোজজর পৃষ্টজপোষেতোয় থসগুতে উজ্জে হজয় উঠত। এখে এই থশ্রষ্ঠজত্বর তৈজরোপ তেজয় পোরোয় পোরোয় 

েটফটোতে আর পুজজো হজয় উজঠজে রোজনেততে থেতোজদর েমতো প্রেোজৈর মোধেম। 

 

আজগই েজেতে থে থেজেজেেোর পেোজন্ডেগুজেো হত মূেত েোপজির েো তত্রপজের ওপর রাং ও থৈোেোর অোংেরজণ- এখে পেোজন্ডে ও 

প্রততমোর রূপ তেজয় চজে েোেো রেম শেতচত্রপূণগ েোজ। পেোজন্ডে েখজেো েরো হজে - েতি, প্রদীপ, হোতপোখো, েরণিোেো, থদৈেোই েোক্স েো 

থেোহোর রি, চে আেোর েখজেো েো থেোজি তদজয়। েখজেো েো সুদূর রোজস্থোজের েো গুজরোজটর গত এেটো প্রততরূপ হজয় ওজঠ গত মন্ডপটি। 

েখজেো েো তমৈরীয় তপরোতমজির আদজে শতরী হজে মোজয়র মন্ডপ। অজেে থেজত্র সমসোমতয়ে থেোজেো তেজৈষ ঘটেোজে প্রততফতেত েজর 

দুগগোপুজজোর মন্ডপটি। মজে পজর েের পজেজরো আজগ তদল্লীগোমী রোজধোেী এক্সজপ্রস েোইেচুেত হজয় েদীজত পজর েোয়- থসই ঘটেোর আদজে 

হুেুহু থসই েোমরোগুতে শতরী েরো হয় মন্ডপরুজপ। এরেম মমগন্তুদ থেোে দুঘগটেোও থে থেোজেো পুজজোর তেম হজত পোজর এ ধোরণো আমোজদর 

তেে েো। eastern railways er headquarter- থেোেেোতো থেজে সতরজয় তেজয় েোওয়ো হজে তোর থেোজভর প্রততফেে ঘজট তেখেোত 

মন্ডজপর গঠজে। 
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থেোে েের েেেো হজে অজেে পুজজোজত প্রততমো তৈল্পীর হোজত মোজয়র মজধে গ্রোম েোাংেোর অভোতগেী জেেীর রূপটি ফুজট উজঠ থেে তোর 

অজোজন্তই। েখজেো েো েৃধোশ্রজমর আদজে শতরী মন্ডজপ তেশু্চপ হজয় েজস েোজেে মো। মোজয়র মুততগ জতও এজসজে েোেো তেেেোস- মৃন্ময়ী 

রূজপর পতরেজতগ  এজসজে থেোহোর, েোজঠর প্রততমো, থেোতোজমর প্রততমো আজরো েত তে। তজে এ েেোও ঠিে থে এখজেো অজেে উজদেোিোই 

মোজয়র মৃন্ময়ী রূপটিজেই েত্ন েজর ধজর থরজখজেে। রজমৈ পোে,রোখোে পোে, সেোতে ধমগপোে ও আজরো অজেে ভোস্কজরর শতরী প্রততমো 

আজও আমোজদর েোজে তচর ভোস্বর। 

 

আসজে পুরোণমজত থদেী দুগগোর সৃতষ্ট িহ্মো, তেষু্ণ, মজহির এই ততে থদেতোর তমতেত থতজরতির থেজে- তেতে মতহষোসুর েোমে এে তেষু্ঠর 

দোেজের হোত থেজে এই তেিজগতজে রেো েজরে। দোেজের েজঠোর তপসেোয় িহ্মো েোধে হজয়তেজেে তোজে তেজৈষ এে ের তদজত েোর 

ফজে তেিিহ্মোজন্ডর থেোে পুরুষ থেোেো তোজে পরোতজত েরজত পোরজেে েো। দুতেগেীত দোেে এর সুজেোগ তেজয় পৃতেেী থতো েজটই, স্বজগগর 

থদেতোজদর জীেেও দুতেগষহ েজর থতোজে।  থদেী দুগগোর আতেভগ োে থসই ভুে সাংজৈোধজের উপোয় স্বরূপ।  তততে সোহতসেী, দুজষ্টর তেরুজে 

দোাঁ িোজত তবধো েজরে েো- দুজষ্টর দমে আর তৈজষ্টর পোেে েোর িত।  

েোজের তেেতগ জে থসই মো দুগগোর ইজমজজর সুদুরপ্রসোরী পতরেতগ ে ঘজটজে - রেরতঙ্গেী থতজতস্বেী থমজয়টি েখে থেে েোঙ্গোেী ঘজরর থেৌ- 

তৈজের ঘরেী হজয় উঠজেে।  আসজে মো দুগগোর প্রততরূপ হে আমোজদর সমোজজর থমজয়জদর, মোজয়জদর, প্রততরূপ- েো েতটো থপৌরোতেে তোর 

থচজয়ও থেৈী সোমোতজে।  সোরো েের ৈশুরেোিী েো স্বোমীর েোিীজত েোটিজয় েেজর এেেোর থেজেজমজয়জদর তেজয় েোজপর েোিী আজসে মো। 

এই ভোেেো থতো সমোজজর, পোতরেোতরে পটভূতমেোয় থমজয়জদর জীেজের আয়েো।  

এই প্রসজঙ্গ দুটি ঘটেোর উজল্লখ েো েজর পোরতে েো।  আমোর  মোমোর েোিীজত পোতরেোতরে পুজজো হয়।  দৈমীর সেোেজেেোয় আমরো পোন্তোভোত 

আর েচুর ৈোে প্রসোদ থখতোম।  এমে থেে? উত্তর এে আজ থতো তৈে ঠোকুর দূগগোজে তেজত আসজেে তোই েচুর ৈোে থখজয় মো তোর 

স্বোমীজে থেোঝোজত চোইজেে থে তোজে থেজি েোজপর েোিীজত এজস তততে থমোজটও আরম্বজর েোটোেতে। েরাং স্বোমীর তেরজহ তেেুটো হজেও 

েষ্ট থপজয়জেে।  পূেগেঙ্গীয় েোিোেীজদর মজে এই ভোেেো পততপ্রোণো েধূর আদৈগ রূপটি প্রততফতেত েজর েো তে? এটি অেৈেই তপতৃতোতন্ত্রে 

সমোজজর মোতৃেন্দেোর প্রেোৈ।  

আর এেটি ঘটেো এখজেো মজে আজে - থসেোর রোত থদিটোর পর সতন্ধপুজজো হজে - ১০৮ টি প্রদীপ ধতরজয় ১০৮ টি পদ্মফুজে মোজয়র 

আরোধেো মন্ত্র উচ্চোতরত হজে - পোস থেজে থে থেে তফসতফস েজর েেে 'েেমী পিজত থগে থতো, মোজয়র তদজে তোেোও - থদজখো 

প্রততমোর থচোজখ জে। ' তোেোেোম। মজে হজত েোগজেো সততেই থতো - থচোজখর থেোে থেে েেেে েরজে।  েোেোর সময় থে এতগজয় 

এে।  েোজপর েোিী থেজে েোেোর সময় েোন্নো থতো পোয়- থস প্রততমো হজেও পোয় েোরণ আসজে প্রততমোটি থতো আমজদর মজের অভেন্তজর।  

 সেজচজয় েোজরো েেো হজেো, এই পুজজো থে থেন্দ্র েজর থে উত্সোহ, তৈল্পেমগ , পতরশ্রম, সোধেো ও মেজের প্রেোৈ ঘজট তো েতগ মোজে তেজির 

অেেতম তৈল্পেমগ তহসোজে স্বীেৃত। আতম হেপ েজর েেজত পোতর, তেজির থেোজেো থদজৈ থেোজেো সমোজজ এই তৈল্পসৃতষ্ট েদীর জজে তেসজগ ে 

তদজত পোরত েো।আমরো পোতর- েোরণ আমরো েোিোতেরো- শুধু েোিোতেরো থেে ভোরতেোসীরো এই তজতেন্বজধই এতগজয় চজেতে- পুরোতজের সন্মোে 

রেো েজর েতুেজে এতগজয় আসজত দোও- তজেই থতো সজেসোমজে আজেোর প্রেোৈ ঘটজে- েতুজের আগমজে মোেেসমোজ সমৃে হজে।  

 

অেজৈজষ জোেোই আমোজদর পোিোর পুজজোটো তেন্তু এখজেো থসই সেোতে মৃন্ময়ী মুততগ জতই সমুজ্জ্বে। তেম তোজে গ্রোস েজরতে।এখজেো সেোই 

তমজে অঞ্জতে তদ। তসাঁদুর থখেো হয়। আজৈপোজৈ মো, েোতেমোজদর মুখগুজেো থেমে েজর থেে হোতরজয় েোজে। অঞ্জেী থদেোর সময় েোইজে 

দোাঁ তিজয় অজেজেই থেে অপতরতচত। অজেজেই অজেেজে থচজে েো। তচেজত খুে এেটো আগ্রহ থদখোয় েো। অঞ্জতে টো ভোজেোভোজে তমজট 

থগজেই হে। েখজেো পেোজন্ডজে এেজে আর এেজেজে প্রশ্ন েজরন্েজরে ' আপতে থেোে ফ্লোজট েোজেে থেে?' -তো থহোে -তেুও 

পুজজোটো হজয় চজে এই পল্লীেোসীজদর, েুতর, ফ্লেোটেোসীজদর উত্সোজহ। এেটো পুজজো থৈষ হজেই পজরর েেজরর প্রততেো েতর আমরো। আতম 

আমোর মোতমমোর মুখটো মজে েরজত পোরতে- ভোসোজের জেে েোিী থেজে প্রততমো তেজয় থেজরোেোর সময় জেভিো থচোজখ মো দুগগোর েোজে 

েোজে েজেজেে- ' আসজে েের আেোর এজসো ।' এেেজরও মো আেোর আসজেে। তেন্তু মোমীমো আর আসজেে েো- সুদূজরর আহ্বোজে তততে 

এখে অজেে দূজর - অেেজেোজে। 

-------- 
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Indians in Japan — a love story beset with challenges 

Megha Wadhwa 

Scarcely 100 years ago, the very notion of migration evoked feelings of unease 

among inhabitants of the South Asian subcontinent, for crossing the kalapani — the “dark, 

dreaded sea,” as the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea were commonly called — was 

anathema to many. 

Migration in those days was not viewed as propitious. Times, however, have 

changed, and migrants today have become targets of envy and symbols of success. The 

Indian diaspora today is widely dispersed over vast areas of the globe, to the extent that 

you could say the sun never sets on them. In recent years “IT,” like “curry,” has become 

synonymous with India, and unlike in past years, Indians today migrate not just as 

laborers but also as professionals. 

From the days of Rabindranath Tagore, the composer of the Indian national 

anthem, who visited Japan in 1917, to the 2014 visit of the current Prime Minister, 

Narendra Modi, relations between the two nations have indeed come a long way. According 

to official statistics, the number of Indians in Japan has risen from 7,478 in 1997 to 24,524 

in December 2014. 

While this increase might appear substantial, it is small compared to the influx 

seen in nations such as the U.K., U.S., Singapore and Malaysia, to name but a few. So why 

the big difference? While undertaking research for my Ph.D., I interviewed approximately 

100 Indian immigrants, and I found a number of factors that help answer this question. 

Of course, the language is a major challenge for many Indians in Japan. Winding 

your way through the busy Japanese streets and picking up useful words and phrases from 

time to time may be easy, but they are no guarantee against the sudden, unexpected 

situations newcomers to the nation can sometimes face. 

As one woman explained to me: “The major hurdle is language, and I had ample 

experience of it when I had a miscarriage. It was not my doctor but the language barrier 

that frustrated me. Eventually I did find an English-speaking doctor but he wasn’t living 

in the vicinity, and so to avoid future trouble, we decided to move near to that area.” 

Additionally, there have been cases where couples have decided to pack up and move back 

to India. 

Indians by and large are vegetarians, and while some might indulge in a little 

chicken or fish from time to time, most tend to steer clear of beef or pork. (I am an 

exception to the general rule, since I eat almost anything.) Having a fair grasp of the 

language can enable people to check the ingredients or order a personalized meal in certain 

restaurants, but those who are unschooled in Japanese have no choice but to limit 

themselves to homemade food, or food whose ingredients can be easily recognized. 
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India, unlike Japan, is loud and lively, and even when stuck in traffic jams, the 

honking of vehicles can keep you entertained. Festivals and parties add a further flavor to 

Indian life — a life suffused with color, music, prayer, food and, most of all, fun. 

Celebrating an Indian festival in Japan with the same gusto is indeed a challenge. Most 

Indians are wary of disturbing their Japanese neighbors, though sooner or later they often 

end up doing so. 

Education of children poses another challenge for Indian parents. Good 

international schools are not easily affordable, while Indian schools are limited in terms of 

their location and other factors. India, when compared to Japan, offers healthy competition 

among schools in terms of curricula and atmosphere, as well as extra-curricular activities 

at reasonable prices for children. In terms of individual attention to children, however, 

international schools in Japan possibly rate higher. Indian parents rarely send their 

children to standard Japanese schools. 

Indian women who move to Japan after marriage face their own share of trials. 

Some had stable jobs in India, but upon moving to Japan, job-hunting proved to be a 

nightmare. There are possibilities for those qualified in English, but here again there are 

issues that serve as stumbling blocks for many. The need for someone to lend a helping 

hand with household chores is a hot discussion topic among Indian women. 

Despite these challenges, Indians in general love Japan, particularly the Japanese 

values of punctuality, patience and civic and social responsibility. These are qualities most 

Indians wish to incorporate, in keeping with Prime Minister Modi’s aim of creating a “clean 

India.” 

The paucity of Indians in Japan is not solely an outcome of the immigration laws. 

After all, the same rules apply to Chinese, Korean and Filipino residents, whose numbers 

are far higher. It is rather due to the basic nature of the Indian people and community, 

who will tend to choose one community or country over another based on their own 

priorities — be they work or educational issues, food or language. 

Considering these priorities and the somewhat limited opportunities for them here, 

it would seem that the recent bonds of friendship that have developed between India and 

Japan at a diplomatic level are unlikely to lead to a rapid increase in the number of 

Indians in the country any time soon. 

It might help to view Japan as a wealthy husband capable of providing his wife 

with all she needs, albeit requiring lots of patience from his wife to understand his 

expressions of love. However, perhaps unfortunately, not many care to wait that long — 

particularly considering that there are plenty of easier options out there. 

Story First Published in Japan Times on June 17, 2015  

(http://www.japantimes.co.jp/community/2015/06/17/voices/indians-japan-love-story-beset-

challenges/#.VbRozWDMCfQ) 
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৩০০ ি নরর পুরনো গ্রাম িাংিার িগুদা পজূা 
পুজাশ্রী িাসগুপ্ত  

 
" ো যেবী েবগভুজতষু শচিরুজপজনা েংচিতা 

নম:তস্েই নম:তস্েই নম:তস্েই নম: নমহ" 

 
মহোেয়োর এই মজন্ত্র আসমুে তহমোচজের েোিোতেজদর মে পূজোর গজন্ধ ভজর ওজঠ ....থেোট থেজেই আমরো এই মন্ত্র শুজে অভ্ভস্থ .....সোরো 

েেজরর অজপখ্হো এই মন্ত্রটি পূরণ েজর থদয় 

 
আমোর পুজজো েেজত মজে পজর আমোর মোর মোমোেোতির দূগগো পূজোর েেো ........এই পূজো প্রোয় ৩৬৩ েেজরর পুরোজেো. তদদোর েোজে শুজেতে 

চট্টগ্রোজমর থদজৈর েোতিজত খুে ধুমধোম েজর হত ....তদদোজদর পূেগপুরুষ থমোহেেোতন্ত গুি এই পূজো আরম্ভ েজরে. থদৈভোজগর পর এই পূজো 

তদদোর েোতিজত হজয় আসজে ......তদদোর েোজে শুজেতে এই পূজোজত আজগ থমোষ েতে হত তেন্তু এখে থমোজষর েদজে চোেকুমিো েতে 

হয়...েোাংেোজদজৈ এই পূজো রমরমো েজর হত ..প্রততদে ভোন্ডোরো থদওয়ো হত ....দুরদুরোন্ত থেজে জতমদোজরর প্রজোরো এজস তখচুরী থভোগ 

থখত .....রোজত গেোসেোততর আজেোজত থেোেতদে েতের েিোই , থেোেতদে েোত্রো পোেো হত ....মতহেোরো পুরুষজদর থেজে আেোদো পদগ োর 

আিোজে থেজে এই সে অেুষ্ঠোে উপজভোগ েরত .... 

 
েতগ মোজে এই পূজোর আজগর মতে আরম্বর েো েোেজেও েজেষ্ট ভোজেোভোজে েরো হয় ....রেেোত্রোর তদে েোঠোজমো পূজোর সোজেসোজে ঠোকুর 

েোেোজেোর েোজ শুরু হজয় েোয় ...এই ঠোকুর েোেোজেো আমরো থেোটরো দোরুে উপজভোগ েরতোম...েোদোমোটির থগোেো থেজে ধীজর ধীজর তেভোজে 

দূগগোমূততগ  গজি উঠত থসটো আমরো অেোে হজয় থদখতোম ..... 

 
আমরো সেোই সপতরেোজর পূজোর আজগর তদে চজে আতস .....থদেীর থেোধজের সোজে সোজে মজে এে অদু্ভত আেন্দ ও উন্মোদেোর সৃতষ্ট 

হয় ......পূজোর এই েটো তদে থে থেখোজে েোজে সেোই এজস উপতস্থত হয়....সমেয়সীজদর সোজে মজো েরজত েরজত আর েতুে জোমো জুজতো 

থদখোজতই এেটো তদে থেজট েোয় .......সিমীর তদে সেোজে সিমীর অঞ্জতে হয় . এরপর প্রোয় ঘন্টোখোজেে ধজর আরতত হয় .....েোতির 

প্রতততষ্ঠত থদেতো রোধোমোধজের পূজো হয় .....থভোগ হয় ....তেেোজে আমরো সেোই েোতির মজধেই েোেো রেম প্রততজেোতগতোর আজয়োজে 

েতর ...েোতির েিরোও এজত অাংৈ গ্রহণ েজর ....এই ভোজে সিমীর রোত দোরুে মজো ও আেজন্দ থেজট েোয় ..... 

 
.....অষ্টমীর তদে সেোে থেজেই হই হই শুরু হজয় েোয়.......মোজয়রো থভোজর উজঠ পূজোর আজয়োজে শুরু েজর থদয়. প্রেজম অঞ্জতে 

হয়. ....তোরপর ভূতম পূজো শুরু হয় .....ভুতম পূজোর পর কুমোরী পূজো হয়......এই পূজো থৈষ হজত হজত তেজেে গতিজয় েোয় . সেোই 

অল্পতেস্তর ক্লোন্তও হজয় পজর ....তেন্তু রোজত্র ধুেুতচ েোজচর আসজর ক্লোতন্তজে দুজর সতরজয় থরজখ সেোই আেজন্দ থমজত ওজঠ . ... 

.........েেমীর তদে েোতিজত থেোট আেোজরর ভোন্ডোরো থদওয়ো হয় ....েোরো আজস তোজদরজে ৈোেপোতোর েোটিজত েজর তখচুরী থদওয়ো হয়.. 

তেেোজে আমরো সেোই গোতি ভোিো েজর আজসপোজৈর ঠোকুর থদখজত থেতরজয় পতর ....রোজত্র তফজর এজস থেোট েি সেোই ঢোজের তোজে থমজত 

উঠি .... 

............দৈমীর তদে সেোজে থেোগে হয় এোং েোতির থেউ এেজে পুরুষ চোেকুমিো েতে থদয় .... মো চজে েোেোর দু:খে মেজে ভোরী েজর 

থতোজে.....তেেোজে মতহেোরো েোেপোি সোদো ৈোতি পজর থদেীজে েরণ েজর ও তসাঁদুর থখেোজত থমজত ওজঠ ...সেজৈজষ েোতির থেজেরো 

ঠোকুরজে েোজধ েজর েতরজত তুজে গঙ্গোর তদজে েোত্রো েজর .....আমরোও মোজয়র এই থৈষ েোত্রোয় সোতমে হই ... 

...........ভোসোে পেগ থৈষ হেোর পর সেোই তমতষ্ট মুখ েজর ....মো আেোর আসজে এই আৈোজত আেোর এে েেজরর অজপখ্হো ... 

 
প্রততটো েোিোতের েোজে এই দূগগো পূজো এতটোই েোজের থে তো এই থেখোজত প্রেোৈ েরো েোয়েো. এই পূজো ভোেেোসোর পূজো , থভদোজভদহীে 

পূজো , এই পূজো আৈোর পূজো, েতুেজে আহহোে জোেোেোর পূজো... তোই এই দূগগোপূজো েোিোতেজদর থশ্রষ্ঠ পূজো 

......... . 
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My Experience with the Almighty 

Anusuya Choudhury 

The year 2005 was one of the most successful years of my life. At a very young age I had achieved almost 

everything that I wished for. I was offered a pretty good job with an attractive package by one of the 

companies known to be the market leader in the Indian automobile industry and that, too, even before 

completion of my M. Tech. degree from one of the best institutes of our country, all of which, indeed, I 

never dreamt of. Very soon I was going to tie the knot with the love of my life. What more could I expect 

from life? I felt like I was on top of the world. 

Since my childhood I had grown up with the vision that “a good job is the prerequisite for a smooth and 

independent life”. Yeah!That’s true. I always wanted to be independent. Independence in everything-in 

work, inlifestyle, in travelling etc. and thus, my struggle was entirely focused on getting a decent job. I 

worked hard, studied a lot, stayed away from my near and dear ones for years, and finally the day arrived 

when my dreams were going to become true. I was so happy for I was just about to step into a secure, 

independent and smooth life. 

June 2005… my first day at the company.It was so far beyond my expectations. Everything was just too 

good and perfect….my excitement was at the top. I was feeling proud for my job. “I am probably the 

luckiest person in this world”… this was the only thought that came to my mind. But soon 

everything changed. As time passed by, my life became saturated and boring. I was slowly getting 

depressed because of nothing. It was such a strange condition… I was always so much obsessed about 

getting the kind of job I was doing and I did everything to get it. But then suddenly it meant nothing to 

me. I used to cry a lot and wanted to go back to my family, although I knew I would have nothing to do 

once I went back. I just wanted to run away from everything. I was totally puzzled; bundles of negative, 

or rather, waste thoughts were my companions. At that very point of time, I was madly searching for a 

mature shoulder, a true guide and a very understanding teacher, who could show me the right way to 

come out from all the negativities. 

  Then in one fortunate evening, while I was coming back from my office, a young lady wearing white 

‘salwaar’ gave me an invitation letter and asked me to visit their house, which actually was the branch of 

a spiritual University. Although, later I understood that it was a branch of the World’s biggest 

management institute which teaches how to manage stress, tension, anger and a lot more. They have 

more than 9000 branches throughout the world, spread over more than 130 countries. It is the only 

institute which teaches how to control the mind, as according to them, if one can manage their mind they 

can manage everything. According to them… “The mind is the power of thoughts, which creates ideas 

and generates emotions and desires. When you become emotional you lose your internal balance and 

then loose peace of mind. We are responsible for the mind.” 

 I was always a big follower of Swami Vivekananda andhad read his books on different types of 

yoga like ‘Rajyoga’, ‘Karmayoga’, ‘Gyanyoga’ and ‘Bhaktiyoga’. But I hardly ever knew how to use them 

in my life or in my daily activities. Moreover, a huge void had built up in my life by then. So I decided to 

visit the house. It was such a good feeling when I entered the house the very first day. I could really feel 

lot of positive vibrations there. The teacher-in-charge was a lady doctor who worked in some medical 
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college. She was soft spoken and had a very polite and soothing voice. She advised me to come for seven 

consecutive days to learn the basic knowledge of Rajyoga meditation. I was too surprised to know that 

the entire course was absolutely free of cost. From the next day, I started visiting there daily after my 

office hours. During the course I was first introduced to my true self and then with the supreme power, 

the supreme authority, who is the father of all human beings. We call Him by different names like 

“Bhogoban”, “Ishwar”, “God”, “Allah”, etc, but he is actually “The One”.  

Rajyoga meditation teaches us to understand our relationship with the Almighty and how to connect with 

Him and to fill ourselves with love, power, peace, purity and knowledge. I was astonished to know that 

the teacher and the founder of this Godly University is the Almighty himself. Of course it was hard to 

believe at first, especially in these modern days. Nevertheless, I found hundreds of people coming there 

daily. Almost everybody shared that they had practically experienced God’s love and power, which 

changed their lives entirely. I thought all of them can’t be wrong. But they might not be right either. Being 

a student of science, I decided to experiment with it practically so I continued spending about 1 hour daily 

there.This was the beginning of my journey towards spirituality and there has been no looking behind 

since then.  

It is almost ten years now. I don’t know exactly when I fell in love with The Almighty who is the ocean of 

love, peace, power and purity. As he is my father so I call him “Baba”.Soon, I understood that He is the 

one for whom I was searching around for a longtime in different temples, maths (retreat centers) and 

spiritual books through bhakti, puja, fasting and many other modes. He is actually The Light (point of 

light), source of all energy, power, knowledge, wisdom and positivity. Slowly I found that the negativity 

that I possessed in my mind (tension, anger, insecurity, jealousy, competition, etc) was converting into 

positivity(peace, love, power, self-confidence, etc). I understood the real meaning of independence. A 

truly independent person is the one who can think independently, who always remains, calm, stable 

and confident in any place, at any position, whatever be the circumstances or whoever be the person 

with whom he/she is interacting. He now filled my life with His love, knowledge, purity and power. I 

started loving everything around me. My job, relations and the entire world as He taught me to love 

myself  

 
 

The heathland 

Nabankur Roy 

  Where science ends supernatural begins. People get immensely affected encountering the 

supernatural. This might be a cause of the fear for the unknown. 

  I am going back to an incident which happened some time in 2012. I was staying in Delhi 

for my job. It was an usual way of living there. My office was close to my house. So I used 

to travel by walking. One fine day to my way to office, I saw few people taking a different 

route. I asked them whether that would be a short cut road. I followed them and found that 

it is a narrow road beside a barren land. The heathland was full of bushes and shrubs. 

I continued going to office through that road, as I could save 20 minutes taking that road. 
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One day I woke up and went to my balcony and found a little girl standing, peeping at me 

from an apartment in the opposite building. I smiled at the girl and girl also smiled at me. 

I lived in a five storied apartment. Two of my colleagues also lived in the same building. I 

continued to greet my little neighbor for three to four consecutive days.  

It was when the real incident began. One day I went to the balcony as usual and found the 

girl was not there. Examining further I found the little girl was standing in the terrace. 

She seemed to be in utter despair. I asked her what was wrong. She told me that her 

friends have not come to play and so she was sad. 

  I asked her to take me to the place where they played and I would play with her. 

She took me to the place which seemed to me quite familiar. There was a river. There was 

a lighthouse close to it. I asked the girl where the place was. She pointed me to a big ditch 

on the ground. I was looking at the ditch in wonder. Suddenly I felt as if someone hit me at 

the back of my head. Everything went dark. I lost my consciousness and I don't remember 

anything after that. 

  I gained consciousness and found my colleagues who stayed in my building standing in 

front of me. They asked me how did I come there. I told them everything about the little 

girl that happened with me. They were amazed and told that the floor where I saw the girl 

had been vacant and uninhibited since a long time. I was astounded as I was sure that I 

saw the girl there and she took me to that place. My colleagues did not believe my words. 

They thought I might have some hallucinations or so. They took me back to my apartment. 

I went asleep after reaching home as I was exhausted. Waking up I was extremely curious 

to see the building where the girl stood. I went to balcony and found that the floor is 

abandoned.  

  I got scared now watching this spooky thing happening in front of my eyes. I couldn't 

believe my eyes. Suddenly as if a dark veil was removed from my eyes and I realized that I 

was dreaming. 

  I woke up perspirating badly. I sat on my bed for a while and tried to remember what I 

saw in the dream. I could amazingly remember each and every aspect of it. Everything 

seemed to be so real and I doubted whether it was really a dream.  

Nevertheless, life has to go on. So I continued my routined activity of going to office 

through the same road. One day to my astonishment, I noticed that the heathland was the 

same place I saw in the dream and thus it seemed to be so familiar in the dream.  

  The river and the lighthouse is not there, but I could very well say that it is the same 

place. Then I noticed the big ditch on the ground, exactly identical to the ditch I saw in my 

dream. On top of that I found a board where it is instructed that visiting that place is 

prohibited after 6:00 pm. So I understood that there must be something that might have 

haunted me and so I saw the dream. Because all of these relations to the dream and reality 

cannot be mere coincidence. 

I understood that the dream was not at all a dream. Since the day I saw the dream, I 

started feeling strange things happening in my life. I always felt a presence of some one 

standing beside me, when alone. This eerie feeling was making my staying at that place 

impossible any more. Ultimately I decided to return back to Kolkata and since then I have 

never had those feeling again. 
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YOU CAN FLY IF YOU TRY 
                       - By Simran Prajapati 

 
You can fly if you try,  
the wings of destiny will sprout by. 
The wings will guide you to your future 
Success awaits you there! 
 
It'll be a bumpy ride, 
you'll meet fear & darkness, 
may be anger and disgust too. 
 
It'll be a challenge leaving home, 
as you'll miss the things you love. 
But, you must carry on! 
For if you stop, life will be incomplete 
and you will feel empty. 
 
So stick to your path, 
and you will learn more about life 
Keep wisdom and curiosity by your side 
keep over confidence and dishonesty away. 
You are sure to achieve success 
 
Celebrations lie ahead, 
but be humble about your achievements, 
as success is not what life's all about. 
When you get there, the journey doesn't end 
Generosity is the next level to achieve! 

 
 
 
 
  

 তুশম যশি নো ভিরিো এরিে , ভিশিরব ভকবো 
 ভক ভিরব িজুস রনে স্বোশি  

                আে ভক কশেরব,গশেরবে ভেবো 
  োইএ  োইএ মোেো মোশে কোটো কোটি করে 
 ভনতো হরে তোেো আবোে ভিি েক্ষো করে 
 
 েক্ষো কতস ো তোেো নে নোরমই েক্ষক 
  োইএ  োইএ নোই েোই এেোই মোনরুেে  ক্কক 
 
  োশবরত পে তুশম এিন মন্ত্রী হে ভয জন 
 কোেোগোরে বোে করে পোেনো েমন 
 
 এেোনোশক মোনরুেে  োরলো করে  

                           িোশল করে গশেরবে ভিোেন 
 এেো নোশক আমোরিে আত্মীে স্বজন 
 এ ধেোে করব আশেরতছ তুশম কশেরব এরিে িমন 
 
 তোই বোে বোে কশেরতশছ ভতোমোরে স্মেণ 
 তুশম শবনো এ জগরতে হইরব মেণ 
 
 নেরুরপ পোেোইরল ভমোরে পূণস ভমোে স্বোধ 
 মোনব জনম শিেো, 
      ধনয কশেরল ভতোমোে অজস্র ধনযবোি 
 
 তুশম. ছোড়ো এ জগরত গশত নোই. কোরেো 
 পোপমকু্ত এক মোত্র তুশমই কশেরত পোরেো 
 
 ইশতহোে আরছ স্বোক্ষী এেব েটনো 
       েব েশি বরট নে শকছু. েটনো 
 
 শবরবকোনন্দ, েোমকৃষ্ণ শছল কশল অবতোে 
 অস্বীকোে কশেরব. তুশম আরছ. ক্ষমতো ভতোমোে 
 
 তোই বশল,  গবোন  গবোন  

    তুশম যুরগ যুরগ িতূ পোেোএছ. বোরে বোরে 
                                               িেো হীন েংেোরে  

তোই. এবোেও পোেোও 
             কেরজোরে শমনশত ভতোমোরে 
                                      নেরুরপ পোেোএছ ভমোরে 
পূণস. ভমোে. স্বোধ 

 মোনব জনম শিেো, ধনয কশেরল  

                    ভতোমোে অজস্র. ধনযবোি 

                                             অজস্র ধনযবোি। 

এ যগুে 
ভাস্কর থিি    

 গবোন তুশম পোেোএছ ভমোরে   
                               জন্ম শিরেছ মোতৃররোথড় 
শক শনরে এরেশছ আশম 
              আে শক শনরে যোব   

                          কতশিন এই মোেোে েংেোরে 
 ভহরে ভিরল যোব 
              এিোরন আরছ েুধ ুশহংেো আে ভেে 
 আশম পোশেবনো েশহরত অত িখু্হ কষ্ট ভেি 
 
েোহোজোশন মোেোমোশে কোটোকোটি অনগসল 
              শক. োরব মোে িোইরতরছ গশেব িবুসল 
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Kamala Das 

Dishita Biswas  
7 Years 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

                   

                                   

                                

 

 

Our Well-wishers 
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New couple 

Congratulations to both of you. 
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IBCAJ new members. 

Newborn Babies 

Congratulations to all the parents. 
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  Our member with PM Narendra 

Modi 
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জাপানে জিাহ েরা থেশ হািাি মাংস 

 

 

অেিাইে অর্দ ার থেওয়া হয়! 

President: Badal Chaklader 

E-Mail: badal@Padma-tr.com 
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〒101-0021 東京都千代田区 

外神田１－１６－１０ 

 1-16-10 SOTOKANDA 
CYODA-KU, TOKYO 101-0021 

〒169-0073 東京都新宿区 

百人町 2-4-5-404 
----------------------------------------- 
Lions Mansion 404, 2-4-5 
Hyakunin-cho, Shinjuku-ku,  
Tokyo 169-0073 

Tel/Fax: 03-6908-5889  Web: www.gandjinternational.com 
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